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Since its debut in December, a new horror game called Granny 2 new part has become a hot trend. Its popularity is growing on the day and the recently renovated introduced new rooms in the house, extra weapons and notorious hard mode that challenges you to make an escape from the old ladies creepy mansion with
even fewer chances of success. If you are playing this game for the first time, you may find it difficult to figure out where to look for the necessary items and how to perform tasks at hand until grandma learns about your location and comes to you with a baseball bat. If you're still trying to get free in the short five days that
developers have given you, here are some tips that can be useful to you. Grandmother's manor consists of three levels: top, ground floor and basement. After a variety of stairs you will find yourself in different rooms. When moving around the house, it should be borne in mind that it is designed in a circular way, which
means that you can usually move from one room to another using the interior door or connected external halls. Every day you start in the bedroom at the top. There is a wardrobe where you can hide if grandma is approaching and a closet where you will find items that you are going to need if you expect to unlock
another door. Make a suer look for each drawer and cabinet at home if you discover something useful. Some furniture may also have hidden doors. For example, you can get into the gun room through what seems to be just a bookshelf. When examining the house, be careful not to smash any items. Grandma is very
vigilant, if she hears any noise, she will appear on the doorstep and you have to restart again! The antagonist also remembers where she last saw you and sets the bear trap, so don't expect you to pull off the same trick twice. Try to surpass the cunning old lady and find your way out of this horror house before she finds
you! Game information We are accustomed to the fact that old women have a cute weirdness. But this elderly lady surpassed all her nasty neighbors. She has no grandchildren, so she is very angry, so she breaks her unreleased tenderness and aggression against strangers, luring them into her house and locking them
inside. Any attempt to escape will be extremely disapproving – you will get a bat on your head. Yes, the old lady is not a mistake. And she will not tolerate your reluctance to stay with her as a grandson for a long time. You only have five days to find a way to get out of this house. Which means – look in all rooms, pick up
the right set of things and crack the front door with it. And, of course, do not catch the eye of our unbalanced old woman who watches everything that happens in her house! Description Do you have a grandmother? Probably, you have even more than one, and I hope they are tender and take care Very. But not all
grandmothers are beautiful and loving. If you want to get acquainted with a crazy grandmother, you can do it in a game that has the appropriate name. This horror game has many followers, and since the last update their number has been steadily increasing. If you want to be a trend, you should try the game, especially
since the developers have a lot of interesting things to show you. Join a large audience to see if you are able to survive in this horror. There are two main characters. The first is you, and the other is Grandma Part 2, which is not very hospitable. Your main goal other than surviving is to find a way out of this terrible home,
but this is a very challenging mission. You have five days to do this, and if you finish the task of completing the photo, you will be given another day. The game starts when you kneel and you find yourself in Grandma's house. It is petrifying and very quiet, and every step of you will be repeated and can lead to your death.
The owner of the house is very heavy, and it will defeat you for every sound. You need to visit every room, and only in such circumstances can you find a way out. When entering each room, you will find certain objects, and you need to take them. These would be various keys, hammer, pliers and fun. They will be
scattered throughout the house, and you have to look for them carefully. Each tool will be useful, but you need to know the right time. If you take a certain instrument and do not need it at this time, be prepared to drop it. But you have to admit that when you lower something, a loud sound is heard, and in this way
grandma will know where you are. There are currently sixteen rooms, and you should visit them all and discover every secret. There are several modes where you can change the difficulties. In easy and normal mode you can get a bonus day to complete the grandma picture, and here your enemy is slow and you have
more options to stay alive. Also, the floor is not creaky, and it saves your life too. In difficult and extreme modes, the grandmother moves faster and on the main door there are additional locks. But the story becomes a little different when you change the mode, and objects will never fall in their places. Come who can, but
as soon as possible leave this house, revealing all the secrets of a crazy grandmother. Don't you have enough fear and adrenaline to stimulate the grandmother in the first part? Well, chances are you can never get a good enough scare, especially if you're a fan of horror games. If so, then you are lucky enough to find
this page because we have something really exclusive to you. This is the second part of one of the most popular and widely recognized horror games in the world. It's hard to imagine something creepier than locked inside an old boring mansion. However, what about a really cool twist? You are one here, together, is
something else. And it's a monster from hell. Her name is Grandma. In the game, you will have to do everything and determine the strange situation you are in. Grandma don't let you leave her house. It's hard to explain why, maybe she doesn't have a reason for it. She does not look and behave like a person, so it is
really difficult to understand her motives. Is she a real woman who has a terrible fate and now wants revenge to kill innocent children? Or is it an evil spirit that finds pleasure in torturing people? Or have you been locked inside this place because your life was far from perfect and it is something like punishment for your
sins? You won't know anything about it. And what is more - you do not have time for that. There are a couple of days for you to find your way out of this place. If you can do this - congratulations, you will survive. If you can not - well, very bad, but grandma really tears you pieces. You need to invent some ideas that will
help you get out. The door is locked and you need to get a key to open them. Sounds simple, but you can't do it so easily. The rooms here are endless and you will have to check each of them, open each closet and shelf before you find the savings key. Grandma will try to catch you wherever you go. You need to avoid
it, because its appearance in the same room means that in a second you will be dead and the game will end. You don't have too many chances, nor do you have too much time - it is limited and if you can't do everything quickly and correctly, you die. Success. Welcome to Granny.Granny keeps you locked in your home.
You wake up in a dark room, the only thing that lights up in the room is your flashlight lying on the table, you have a headache and feel that someone has hit you in the head. Now you have to try to get out of your house, but be careful and quiet. She hears everything. If you drop something on the floor, she'll hear it and
run. You can hide in closets or under beds, but be careful that she does not see where you are hiding. You can protect yourself from grandmother using weapons that you can find at home. But it only stops it at certain intervals. But it's worth it. There are five different levels of complexity. Extreme, severe, normal, mild
and practicing. If you play in practice mode, you are at home without a grandmother and you have the opportunity to try different things without much difficulty. You have 5 days. If you failed to escape after the last day ... well, probably you can figure out what's going on then. Good luck and have fun with grandma! How to
playPlayed with mouse and W-A-S-D keys. Category: Illustrations, comics and multimedia Tags: NEWS Granny unblocked - now you can play granny horror game at school or ever want, not blocked and completely unblocked granny apocalypse - Grandma in Chapter 2 keeps you locked in her house. Now you need to
try to get out of your house, but be careful and quiet.... GTA Gangster City - Chaos and crime reign in the big city once again. Unfortunately, this is a common problem in major cities. Fortunately, there is... Granny Apocalypse - Granny Apocalypse is a new shooting horror game that you can play on our site Scary Granny
School - Grandma is a popular horror game where players have to find their way out of the house solving puzzles. Main Character... Horror Granny Run - Horror Granny Run is a fun hairy leg walking simulator. The main thing is to get used to management! Prison Grandmother - In the game Prison Grandmother, you do
not have to worry about grandma, because this is a symbol of a strange group ... Granny Makeover - Grandma Makeover is stripped down part of the original game in which everything, except creative mode, is removed in which ... Mr. Meat vs. Grandma - Mr. Meat vs. Grandma: Imagine that somewhere in the world a
man lived, worked as a butcher and generally did not bother ... Granny Dance Simulator - Here is a great dance simulator where you can learn to dance well. Now all the young people are just moving on to music... Horror Granny Game - Horror Granny Game - Fascinating project arcade genre from studio dvloper
developers. This project... Grandma: Three Chapters - Game Grandma: Three Chapters is a great horror, along with a puzzle in which you are offered to be at home... Rich Granny - Curious how the creators of the game Granny Rich upgraded the terrible grandmother? If so, then welcome to the hospitable ... Angry
Grandma - Game Angry Grandma is a creeping based 3D simulator to walk around the house. Waking up in the middle... Baldi vs Grandmother - two most popular characters in horror games: Baldi and Grandma decided to meet in the decisive battle, I'll find out which ... Granny Scary House - horror game Granny's
Spooky House is a three-dimensional horror quest whose action takes place ... Granny House - Granny House is addictive online hide and search horror game. You have to get out of grandma's house.... Grandma's Horror Game 2020 - Horror Grandma is full of horror with 10 interesting levels. It's not Halloween Day, but
if you ever beat the plague... Kogama Grandma - In the game Kogama: Grandma, you will go to the wonderful world of Kogama, which ceases to amaze us ... Creepy Evil Grandma - Creepy Evil Grandma: Escape the abandoned shelter without the evil horror grandma to find you. It moves quietly, without any ...
Grandmother's manor - Welcome to Grandma's manor. You wake up in an abandoned mansion in a small room. You don't see anything around you... Grandma: Spooky clown - Everyone is afraid to see a terrible wrinkled face with eyes glowing with hatred, become a crazy old woman's victim.... Grandmother: Chapter
Two - Grandma: Chapter Two - The second part grandma is still creepy, then Grandpa comes to the aid of her grandmother... Scary Grandma: Basement Escape - another game from Grandma's game series Scary Grandma: Basement Escape You Have to Survive the Scariest Day... Evil Grandma: Horror Village -
Ready to feel the icy horror on her skin? Then, welcome to the game Evil Grandma: Horror Village. From the first seconds,... Granny Multiplayer - Granny Multiplayer is another fun free online multiplayer KoGaMa game that offers you a real challenge. Play with other players... Evil Granny House - game Evil Grandma
House is a first person horror survival game in a multi-room house of evil monsters, nicknamed ... Scary Granny House - Scary Granny House is a horror 3D game in which you have to explore the awful grandmother's house and find a way out... Granny Barbie - Scary BARBIE GRANNY - game for android in which
users will go to a chic mansion. In addition to all sorts of riches... Granny Pc - The old house is filled with traps and other things that pose a deadly threat. Locked in it was the main character ... Hello neighbor granny mod - Good neighbor relations are excellent. Well, when there is, someone asks for salt or borrows a few
rubles for beer. And drink... Grandma 5 - children who were kidnapped grandmother grandmother again wonderfully divided into two teams and began to play her game.becouse ... Granny Ghost - Crazy Grandma locked you and her friends in her forest house and locked the door tightly. She's moving around the house
like... Momo vs. Grandma - two of the scariest women in modern games: Momo and Grandma finally met one-on-one. But what awaits them after this collision... Granny FNAF Mod - two famous horror movie characters at one time were united by FNAF granny mod game. Newly baked game for you ... Granny Simulator -
Granny Simulator is a life simulator game. Here you will meet two heroes whose life... Grandma Kick Neighbor - Grandma Kick Neighbor: New Free Shooters - Three-dimensional first person action game full of madness and madness.... Granny 3 - Everyone thinks that old people are kind and harmless, they do not
expect deception, aggression and even less desire ... Granny - A wonderful game of granny horror genre, where players have to escape from the house, who locked grandmother. Now... Block grandmother's horror - protect your family from the evil grandmother. Grandma is a monster with a baseball. She's going to
attack your family a lot... Many...
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